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On the Gr

hyasutra of the Vadhula School 
Mieko Kajihara
The Gr

hyasutra of the Vadhula school of the Black Yajurveda has been
unknown in the learned world of the Vedic studies. In order to take a rst
step to prepare a critical edition of Vadhula-Gr

hyasutra (VadhGS), this
paper intends to make a preliminary examination of all its manuscripts,
and to elucidate its relationship with other Gr

hyasutras including that of
the Agnivesya school, which has been surmised to be a sister school of the
Vadhula school. As far as the present manuscripts show, the VadhGS is a
rather unique Gr

hyasutra in its limited contents, its peculiar arrangement
of the rites which also diers between the mss., and its heterogeneous text
containing even Brahman. a-like passages.
1. The previous studies of the VadhGS1
The study of the Vadhula texts was started when W. Caland obtained a copy
of the manuscript entitled \Vadhulakalpavyakhya" from the Government
Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras, in the 1920s. According to him, that
ms. was composed of the Kalpagamasam. graha of Aryadasa, a bulk of frag-
ments of the Prayogasandarbha (or Prayogakalpana) of Sivasron. a, and small
fragments of a Karika (Caland 1922, p. 7).2 After that, Caland obtained,
again from Madras, a copy of the Devanagar manuscript of \Vadhulagr

hya-
kalpavyakhya" (Triennial Catalogue, Govt. Oriental Mss. Library, Madras,
R. No. 4375), an important manuscript which has furnished a basis for the
Vadhula studies for the following seventy or so years. This manuscript
(M ) was copied from an original Malayalam manuscript into Devanagar in
1922{23. The word gr

hya in the title at the beginning of the Devanagar
manuscript in Madras was deleted by a line and changed into srauta. The
copy obtained by Caland (Mc) has been lost.3 The manuscript M consists
of the following three texts: (1) a Gr

hya text on some household rituals
such as the As.t.aka (the rite on the eighth day of the dark fortnights of
This article is a fruit of the joint project on the existent Vedic texts and traditions in
South Asia sponsored by the Japan Society for Promotion of Science 2005{2007 (Project
No. 17320015).
1For the survey of studies on the Vadhula-Srautasutra, see Y. Ikari 1995, pp. 1{4.
2This manuscript is recorded under R. No. 2978 in Triennial Catalogue, Govt. Oriental
Mss. Library, Madras, 1927, according to which it consists of (a) Vadhulakalpasutra-
vyakhya | Kalpagamasa _ngrahah. , (b) Vadhulaprayogakl

ptih. , and (c) Vadulapurvapara-
prayogavyakhya.
3For the descriptions of M, Mc and their original ms. K1, see Ikari 1995, pp. 5{7.
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particular months), the Upanayana (the initiation rite for becoming a Vedic
student) and the Aupasanagni (the household re), and the funeral and an-
cestor rites such as the Dahana (the cremation) and the Sraddha (ancestor
rites), (2) the Vadhula-Srautasutra (VadhSS), and (3) the Vadhula-Anv-
akhyana (VadhAnvakh). Caland published excerpts of the latter two texts
with studies on them (Caland 1924; 1926; 1928). However, he did not touch
on the rst Gr

hya part. It is probable that, because of the incompleteness
of its contents as a Gr

hyasutra and its title given to the manuscript, he did
not consider the rst part to be an authentic Gr

hyasutra.
It was M.Witzel who rst called our attention to the unknown Gr

hyasutra
of the Vadhula school (Witzel 1975). He examined the ms. M and brought
out the following important points on its rst Gr

hya part: (1) there is a
noteworthy correspondence between the portions on the funeral and ances-
tor rites in the rst part of M (i.e. from Pitr

medha-Br 1 up to Ekoddis.t.a
in Tables 1, 2 below) and those of the Agnivesya-Gr

hyasutra (AgGS); (2)
the portions on the funeral and ancestor rites in the rst part of M seem
to be derived from a lost Pitr

medhasutra of the Vadhula school; (3) the
text of the rst part of M looks like a Sutra rather than a Vyakhya in
spite of the title given to the manuscript; (4) the substantial Upanayana
portion in M is likely to be a fragment of the original Gr

hyasutra; (5) sev-
eral Brahman. a-type passages are found in the portions on the funeral and
ancestor rites. As to the correspondence between the Gr

hya part of M and
the AgGS, he suggested that these two texts belonged to sub-branches of
the Vadhula school, and that the dierentiation between the two texts rep-
resented the geographical split of the original Vadhula school into two local
sub-branches, the Vadhula school in Kerala and the Agnivesya school in
Tamil Nadu (Witzel 1975, p. 88).4 A. Parpola, who explored the present
Vadhula houses and their tradition in connection with his eldwork on the
Vedic traditions in South India, agreed with Witzel's suggestion of the ge-
ographical split of the original Vadhula school (Parpola 1984, p. 17). No
further study has been made on the VadhGS, for any other materials than
the secondary Devanagar mss. including M were not available until Y. Ikari
discovered the original Malayalam mss.5
A breakthrough has come in the Vadhula studies when Ikari succeeded
in nding and photographing many Sanskrit mss. in Malayalam script of
4From the introductory verse of the Prayogasandarbha (see above), Caland recon-
structed the following lineage (va _msa): Vadhula{Agnivesya{Apastamba (1922, p. 7). For
the relationship between Vadhula (Vadhula school) and Agnivesya (Agnivesya school),
see Caland 1922, p. 7f.; L. A. R. Varma 1940, p. iii; C. G. Kashikar 1968, p. 67; N. Tsuji
1977 (1960), p. 105; 1970, pp. 30{32.
5Based on the Devanagar mss. including M, the Srautasutra and some other texts of
the Vadhula school were edited and published (M. Sparreboom and J. C. Heesterman
1984; B. B. Chaubey 1993; 2000; 2001). For the Devanagar mss. (esp. of the VadhSS),
see Sparreboom and Heesterman 1989, pp. 9{14; Chaubey 1993, pp. 1{14; Ikari 2004.
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various Vadhula texts in Central Kerala in the 1990s.6 Among them, there
are several composite mss. which contain Sutra-like Gr

hya passages, includ-
ing the original Malayalam ms. of the above-mentioned Devanagar ms. M.
He examined those Gr

hya passages, and, following the line of Witzel's study,
identied them as the VadhGS.7 Those mss. prove that the Gr

hya portions
of M are only a part of the whole VadhGS that includes important rites
of passage missing in M, such as the Vivaha (the marriage rite) and the
Samavartana (the rite of return home after nishing the learning of Veda).
He gave a brief synopsis of the mss. of the VadhGS in his survey of the
Vadhula mss. (Ikari 1998, pp. 13{16; 2004, pp. 9{12).
2. The contents and the structure of the VadhGS
2.1. The manuscripts of the VadhGS
The Vadhula school is a minor Yajurvedic school found only in the sour-
thernmost state, Kerala. Today, there exist only sixteen houses (Mana)
belonging to this school.8 It is to be noted that almost all of the Vadhula
manuscripts so far known go back to the two teacher (acarya) houses of
the Vadhulakas, namely, Kit.a _n _nasseri Taran. anel.l.ur Mana and Net.umpil.l.i
Taran. anel.l.ur Mana, both in Iri~n~nalakkut.a, Tr
ssur District.9
6See Ikari 1995. He has begun publishing a critical edition of the VadhSS and the
VadhAnvakh in Ikari 1995; 1996; 1998; 1999.
7Ikari 1998, p. 14; 2004, p. 9f.
8According to the information which Parpola got in 1983, there exist only 15 Vadhula
Manas (Parpola 1984, p. 436 [10]). Later, Ikari was informed that one (name unidentied)
of the 15 houses \had been abolished since 1996" (Ikari 1998, p. 2, n. 2). In February 2009,
I, with M. Fujii and H. Teshima, visited Kerala, where we were informed that today there
exist 16 Vadhula Manas which include one more house named Val

apil.l.i Mana in addition
to the 15 Manas in the list made by Parpola (1984, p. 436 [10]). People who belong to this
school call themselves \Vadhulaka", while according to them \Vadhula" is the name of
the founding saint (oral information, February 2009). Bhavatrata (ca. 7th century) refers
to the priests of the Vadhula school as \Vadhulakah. " in his commentary on Jaiminya-
Srautasutra 1,24,6 upadhaya rukmam. vadhulakah. sam. pres.yanti \The Vadhulakas give the
summons [to the Prastotr

] after they have placed the shiny plate [on the mound at the
Pravargya]" (cf. Parpola 1984, p. 442 [16]; Chaubey 1993, p. 47; for the date of Bhavatrata,
Parpola 1984, pp. 444{447 [18{21]).
As to the Vadhulakas outside Kerala, only two faint traces are known: There are two
Vadhula texts (Vadhulahautraprayogah. and Vadhula-Smr

ti) which are unknown to the
Vadhulakas in Kerala but preserved in libraries in Tamil Nadu and Karnataka (Ikari 2005,
p. 17, esp. n. 3; cf. Parpola 1984, pp. 14; 18); Male members of Net.umpil.l.i Mana, one of the
two teacher houses of the Vadhulakas, have been ociating as the chief priest (tantrin) of
Padmanabha Svami Temple in Trivandrum. This house has owned a land in Tamil Nadu
near the border between Tamil Nadu and Kerala, and has had a relationship with the
Tamil Jaiminyas there who have been keeping the land (M. Fujii, in press).
9See Parpola 1984, p. 436 (10); Ikari 2005, p. 17, n. 2. During our visit to Kerala in
February 2009, we were informed that two teacher houses had been abolished, Pon. alur
Mana and Kovat.u Mana (not mentioned in Parpola 1984), and when they were abolished,
their mss. were handed over to Kit.a _n _nasseri Mana and Net.umpil.l.i Mana. This information
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As far as identied so far, there are ten mss. of the VadhGS, which are
all composite mss. with some other text(s), and whose Gr

hyasutra part is
not always complete:10
Mss. belonging to Kit.a _n _nasseri Mana (in Malayalam script):
K1 (Kit.a _n _nasseri 95)
K2 (Kit.a _n _nasseri 101)
K4 (Kit.a _n _nasseri 92) copied from K1
K8 (Kit.a _n _nasseri 19)11
Mss. belonging to Net.umpil.l.i Mana (in Malayalam script):
N3 (Net.umpil.l.i 145)
N4 (Net.umpil.l.i 115)
N5 (Net.umpil.l.i 193b)
Mss. belonging to libraries (in Devanagar script):
M (Madras R4375) copied from K1
H (Hoshiarpur 5657) copied from K1
Hm (Hoshiarpur 1126, 1127, 1128) copied from M 12
On the basis of the order of contents, the correspondence of varriant readings
and copying mistakes, and so on, those mss. of the VadhGS can be grouped
into three recensions:13
- K1, K4, M, H, Hm
- K2, K8
- N4, N3, N5
implies that some of the mss. now in possession of the present two teacher houses would
have originally come from those two abolished teacher houses.
10For the description of each ms., see Ikari 1998 and 2005. The sigla K1 etc. are those
given by Ikari in his articles, while the numbers in brackets are those on the covering
boards of the mss. or in the catalogues of the mss. at the priviate houses or libraries.
11This ms. (Kit.a _n _nasseri 19) is named K7 in the list of the Vadhula mss. traced by Ikari
(2005, p. 20). It is apparantly a misprint, because the same siglum is given to another
ms. (Kit.a _n _nasseri 199) in the same list before (2005, p. 18).
12Ikari designates this ms. (Hoshiarpur 5657) as H in his former list [1998, p. 4], but
the same ms. as H1 and another ms. (1126, 1127, 1128) as H in his later list [2005, p. 19].
13K1, K4, M and K2 are composite mss. of the Srautasutra and the Gr

hyasutra, and
they have been utilized by Ikari for his critical edition of the VadhSS. Ikari has traced the
relationship among the Kit.a _n _nasseri mss. According to him, K4 and M are direct copies
of K1, and K2 has dierent features from the K1 recension mss. (Ikari 1998, esp. pp. 6{7).
For the general contents of the whole K1 and its copies, see Ikari 1998, pp. 8{9; cf. Ikari
1999, p. 4. Whether K8 is directly related to K2 is not clear yet, since K8 is a composite
ms. containing only the beginning part of the VadhGS (see Table 1 below) and fragments
of a Malayalam Gr

hyaprayoga.
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2.2. The contents of the VadhGS
Two tables of the contents of the VadhGS are appended below. Table
1 lists the rites prescribed in the VadhGS and shows the corrspondence of
the folio numbers of all the mss. except the secondary ms. Hm which was
copied from M. Table 2 shows the arrangement of the contents in each of
the main four mss. M, K1, K2, N4 to demonstrate the dierence in the
arrangement between the mss. Because of the complicated conditions of the
current mss. which can be seen in the two tables, it is not certain that the
present mss. cover the whole of the original Gr

hyasutra. Yet they contain the
principal rites of passage which generally form the core of the Gr

hyasutras,
and attach to this core part substantial portions on the funeral and ancestor
rites.
The three recensions of the mss. have the following features:
- The K1 recension (K1, K4, M, H, Hm) has almost lost the rst half which
must have consisted of the rites of passage from the conception through the
marriage rite. Since M was copied from K1 which was already damaged
then, the Gr

hya part of M looked very incomplete to Caland when he ob-
tained a copy of M. Though M begins with the As.t.aka, K1 preserves a little
more rites which was lost in M.
- K2, which represents the largest recension, puts the Dahana (cremation)
outside the Gr

hyasutra after the portion on Artvijya etc.
- The N4 recension (N4, N3, N5) is similar to K2, but lacks the portion on
the Dahana.
The VadhGS prescribes the following rites which are tentatively arranged
according to K1 (the rites missing in K1 are supplied from K2). The order
of the rites are dierent between the three recensions, and some rites are
missing in some recensions.
- Pakayaj~na (the general household oerings)
- Avapa (the intermediate rites inserted between the oerings)
- R

tusam. vesana (the husband's going near to his wife at the right time)
- Garbhadhana (the rite of impregnation)
- Smantonnayana (the parting hair of the pregnant woman)
- Jatakarman (the birth ritual)
- Utthana (the mother's getting up from childbed)
- Namadheya (the name-giving to the newborn)
- Upanis.kraman. a (the rst going out)
- Annaprasana (the eating of rst food)
- Caul.a (Caud. a) (the rite of doing the child's hair)
- Vedavrata (the observances for the Veda learning)
- Upakarman (the annual opening of the Veda learning)
- Vaisvadeva (the rites and oerings to Visve Devah. and other beings)
- Samavartana (the rite of return home after nishing the Veda learning)
- Vivaha (the marriage rite)
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- As.t.aka (the rite on the eighth day of the dark fortnights of particular
months)
- Upanayana (the initiation rite for becoming a Vedic student)
- Aupasanagni (the household re)
- Pitr

medha-Brahman. as (a title given by Ikari [1998, p. 14] for the Brah-
man. a-type passages in the portions on the funeral and ancestor rites)
- Sraddha (ancestor rites)
- Dahana (the cremation)
- Asthisa~ncayana (the collecting of bones)
- Mr

tabali (the oerings to the dead)
- Ekoddis.t.a (a Sraddha rite for one deceased person)
- Sapin.d.karan. a (a Sraddha rite to make the deceased enter the ancestors)
Roughly speaking, the VadhGS begins with the general prescriptions on
the Gr

hya oerings (except the K1 recension mss. in which the beginning
portion is missing), then prescribes a series of rites of passage, and ends
with the funeral and ancestor rites. Though the contents themselves are not
very peculiar as a Gr

hyasutra, the VadhGS has the following characteristic
features:
(1) It consists of mainly the rites of passage and the funeral and ancestor
rites. It does not contain the annual rites except the As.t.aka. The As.t.aka,
being an annual rite, has also the nature of an ancestor rite.14
(2) The rites of passage related to birth from the R

tusam. vesana to the
Annaprasana are prescribed very briey. They are only referred to by
phrase(s) or sentence(s) of actions and mantras without the name of the
rites.
(3) The funeral and ancestor rites occupy in a mass most of the latter
half of the VadhGS. It is noteworthy that to collect the rites related to
death and ancestors at or near the nal place is a common feature of the
Gr

hyasutras handed down in South India.15 The amount of the VadhGS's
prescriptions for the funeral and ancestor rites is also remarkable. The only
Gr

hyasutra comparable to the VadhGS on this point is the AgGS, about
one-third of which (the whole third book of the three books) is concerned
with the funeral and ancestor rites. As pointed out by Witzel (see 1. above),
there are not a few correspondences between these two Gr

hyasutras. I shall
return to this problem in 4. below.
(4) The position of the Dahana is strikingly dierent among the mss.
In the K1 recension mss., it comes before the Asthisa~ncayana, but in K2 it
14For the As.t.aka, see P. V. Kane 1973, pp. 353{358.
15 Asvalayana-GS, Kaus.taka-GS, Jaiminya-GS, AgGS. The Sa _nkhayana-GS handed
down in North India and the Kaus.taka-GS in the South India, originally belonging to
one and the same school, show a clear dierence in the place of the funeral and ancestor
rites, which are in the middle of the former (Sa _nkhGS 4,14.) but at the end of the latter
(Kaus.GS 5).
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is outside the Gr

hya portion after a group of several minor Srauta rites,16
while the N4 recension does not contain the Dahana at all (see Table 2).
(5) There appear several Brahman. a-type prose passages within the por-
tions on the funeral and ancestor rites. This is unique to the VadhGS. Two
passages of them will be examined in 3. below.
(6) The Upanayana is placed out of the regular sequence, after the
Vivaha and the As.t.aka (see Tables 1 & 2). Such a sequence is not found in
any other Gr

hyasutras. They prescribe the rites of passage along one per-
son's life cycle from conception, birth, initiation, graduation, to marriage,
though it is dierent from school to school from which rite the prescription
is started in this life cycle. The Vedavrata is also somewhat out of sequence.
As the observances required for some special learning during the Vedic stu-
dentship, they should be after the Upakaran. a and before the Samavartana.
(7) The Vivaha portion is divided into two parts: the collection of the
formulae (mantra) and the procedure (vidhi) of the marriage rite (see Ta-
ble 1). Among the Gr

hyasutras, only the VadhGS and the AgGS have this
two-fold structure for the Vivaha.17
3. The Brahman. a-type passages in the VadhGS
The VadhGS is unique in that it contains several Brahman.a-type theo-
logical and speculative passages besides Sutra-style prescriptive sentences.
As Witzel rst pointed out (Witzel 1975), those passages are found in
the latter half of the VadhGS on the funeral and ancestor rites, forming
relatively independent texts, to which Ikari has given the tentative title
\Pitr

medha-Brahman.as" (1998, p. 14).18 Outside those independent texts,
Brahman. a-type sentences also occur in the portions on the Sraddha. As
far as examined so far, those passages are not quotations from the exis-
tent Brahman.a-type texts related to the Vadhula school (i.e. Taittirya-
Sam. hita/Brahman. a/Aran.yaka, Vadhula-Anvakhyana), but they have some
parallel passages in other schools' texts such as the Jaiminya-Upanis.ad-
Brahman. a (JUB) and the Sa _nkhayana-Aran.yaka (Sa _nkhA).
The second Pitr

medha-Brahman. a of the VadhGS, which narrates dreams
and visions symptomatic of dying, contains the same sentences as found in
16 Artvijya, Gopitr

yaj~na, etc. In theK1 recension mss., this group comes after the Gr

hya
portion, just before the Srautasutra. See Table 2; cf. also Ikari 1999, p. 4.
17It has been pointed out that the formulae and the ritual procedure of the Vivaha
do not always correspond with each other in the VadhGS and the AgGS (Witzel 1975,
pp. 87{88); cf. Tsuji 1977 (1960), p. 109.
18Pitr

medha-Brahman. a 1: K1: 5b8{5b9; K4: 5b8{5b9; M : 10,20{11,7; K2: 25b6{25b9;
N3: 11b4{11b6; N4: 18a2{18a4; N5: 24a1{24a4. Pitr

medha-Br 2: K1: 5b9{5b12; K4:
5b9{5b12; M : 11,8{11,16; K2: 26a1{26a6; N3: 11b6{11b8; N4: 18a5{18a8; N5: 24a4{
24a7. Pitr

medha-Br 3: K1: 5b12{6a4; K4: 5b12{6a5; M : 11,17{12,7; 15,5{15,17; K2:
26a6{26b7; N3: 12a7{12b4; N4: 18b7{19ab; N5: 25a2{25b4. Pitr

medha-Br 4: K1: 6a4{
6a12; K4: 6a5{6a12; M : 15,18{17,11; K2: 26b7{28a5; N3: 12b4{13a8; N4: 19a6{20a3;
N5: 25b4{26b6. See Table 1.
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a portion near the end of the JUB, which is also concerned with the moment
of death.19
VadhGS (Pitr

medha-Brahman. a 2)20
... ya svapne markat.am. pasyed athainam askanded, ya _m svapne bad-
dham iva kars.eyur, atha paso na chidyetarundhatm na pasyej, jvantn
na pasyed, yo 'ya ivadyad, yo loham ivadyad, yo lohitam ivadyad, dadhi-
sarava ivasma adityo dr

syeta, ... sasam. candramasam pra _nmukham
va daks. in. amukham va pratya _nmukham va pasyed, uda _nmukha es.a bha-
vati. plaks.asya prasravan. asyodak pradesamatre mulat tad divo
hr

dayam. athasyai hr

dayam yad adas candramasi kr

s.n. am. . sa
yo ha va evam ete dyavapr

thivyor ... hr

daye veda na ha samy
ayus.o mriyate.
\... if one sees a monkey in a dream and it leaps at him, if one is dragged
in a dream, being bound as it were, and the rope is not cut, if one does
not see the star Arundhat, if one does not see the star Jvant, if one
feels as if he is eating iron (i.e. one tastes only iron whatever he eats),
if one feels as if he is eating copper, if one feels as if he is eating blood,
if the sun looks like a dish of sour milk for him, ... if one sees the rabbit
in the moon facing eastward, southward, or westward, he is laid, facing
northward. To the north of the Plaks.a Prasravan. a (the riverhead of the
Sarasvat where the holy Plaks.a tree is), just one span (the distance
from the tip of the thumb to that of the forenger) from the root [of
the tree], that is the heart of the sky. And what is black in the moon
there, that is the heart of this [earth]. One who thus knows these two
hearts of the sky and the earth ... does not die prematurely within his
lifetime."
JUB 4,26,12{14
12. plaks.asya prasravan. asya pradesamatrad udak tat pr
thivyai
madhyam. atha yatraite saptars.ayas tad divo madhyam. 13. atha ya-
traita us.as tat pr
thivyai hr

dayam. atha yad etat kr

s.n. am. candramasi
tad divo hr

dayam. 14. sa ya evam ete dyavapr

thivyor madhye
ca hr

daye ca veda nakamo 'smal lokat praiti.
\12. Just one span to the north of the Plaks.a Prasravan. a is the middle
of the earth. And where these seven sages (Ursa major) are, that is the
middle of the sky. 13. And where these salts are, that is the heart of
the earth. And what is black in the moon, that is the heart of the sky.
14. He who thus knows the two centers and the two hearts of the sky
and the earth departs not unwilling from this world" (tr. Oertel 1894,
p. 223).
19For the correspondence between these two texts, cf. Witzel 1984, p. 223; Fujii 1996,
p. 825, n. 63.
20The N 4 recension mss. (N4, N3, N5) omit the latter half of this passage after
dadhisarava ivasma. See Table 1, n. yyy.
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The third and fourth Pitr

medha-Brahman.as of the VadhGS have a long
parallel in the Sa _nkhA which forms the whole of its eleventh chapter, entitled
\The Presages of Death" by A. B. Keith in his translation (1908). In spite
of the same words, phrases, and expressions that these two parallel passages
have in common, it is dicult to decide whether one of these passages is a
modication of the other, or both are derived from one and the same textual
source.
It is to be noted that these two parallels of the Pitr

medha-Brahman.as in
the JUB and the Sa _nkhA belong respectively to the Samavedic Jaiminyas
and the R

gvedic Kaus.takins,21 two present neighboring schools of the Ya-
jurvedic Vadhulas in Kerala. Though it is still an open question when and
how those schools migrated from North India to Kerala, it is probable that
they have been keeping connections as neighbors and cooperation in Vedic
ritual activities as the R

gvedic, Samavedic, and Yajurvedic priests. This ge-
ographical and ritual relationship between the three schools is a background
to their textual relationship.22
4. The VadhGS and the AgGS
4.1. The AgGS
The AgGS is a peculiar text among the Gr

hyasutras. It has been trans-
mitted only in Tamil Nadu, and no other text belonging to this school is
found.23 According to the va _msa reconstructed by Caland (1922), Vadhula
was Agnivesya's teacher (see p. 26, n. 4 above). If this reects some histor-
ical fact, these two schools would have a close relationship to each other.
In fact, their relationship has been discussed on the assumption that the
Vadhulas in Kerala and the Agnivesyas in Tamil Nadu are sister schools
derived from one and the same school.24
L. A. R. Varma states in the introduction to his edition of the AgGS that
the Agnivesyas are a sub-division of the Vadhula school, and that there
are found a lot of similarities in the AgGS, the Baudhayana-Gr

hyasutra
(BaudhGS), and the Bharadvaja-Gr

hyasutra (BharGS) (Varma 1940, p. ix).
N. Tsuji points out that the AgGS is full of borrowings from the other Yajur-
vedic texts, especially from the Baudhayana-Pitr

medhasutra (BaudhPmS)
(Tsuji 1977 [1960], p. 106).25 From their studies, the AgGS has proved to
21Kaus.takin or Kaus.taka is the name used in Kerala for Sa _nkhayana. See n. 15.
22For the Jaiminyas and the Vadhulas in Kerala, see Parpola 1984; Fujii in press.
23For the Agnivesya school and the AgGS, see Varma 1940, pp. i{xii; Tsuji 1977 (1960),
pp. 105.; 1970, p. 34f.
24Parpola surmises that the Agnivesyas and the Vadhulas represent \just sub-branches
(caran. a) of one and the same school of Vadhula," and that \the Srauta- and Gr

hya-Sutra
of the Vadhulas were ascribed by them to Vadhula and Agnivesya (a teacher and a pupil,
cf. Witzel 1975: 95) respectively" (Parpola 1984, pp. 17{18). Cf. Witzel 1975, p. 88. See
1. above.
25Tsuji identies more borrowings in the AgGS later (Tsuji 1970, p. 35). In his expla-
nations of the AgGS, he does not refer to the VadhGS, unknown to him at that time.
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be a sort of mosaic work made up of borrowings from various texts.
From Table 3 appended below, we can see the following points about the
correspondences of the AgGS with other texts:
(1) The rst and second books of the AgGS have correspondences with
various texts of the other schools including the VadhGS, the Baudhayana-
Srautasutra, the Baudhayana-Gr

hya-Paribhas.asutra, the Baudhayana-Dharma-
sutra, the Hiran. yakesi-GS, the Bharadvaja-GS, and the Asvalayana-GS.
(2) Throughout the three books, the AgGS has correspondences with
various texts of the Baudhayana school including the BaudhSS,26 the Baudh-
DhS, the BaudhGPaS,26and the Baudhayana-Pitr

medhasutra. It should be
noted that the AgGS has no apparent correspondence with the Baudhayana-
Gr

hyasutra.
(3) Though the third book of the AgGS also has some correspondences
with the VadhGS, it has outstandingly more parallels in the BaudhPmS. I
shall discuss this next.
4.2. The relationship of the AgGS and the VadhGS
The third book of the AgGS deals with the funeral and ancestor rites. As
mentioned above (2.2), compared with the other Gr

hyasutras, the AgGS
and the VadhGS have a much larger amount of prescriptions for the funeral
and ancestor rites. Because of this common feature, it would be supposed
that there is a close correspondence between their texts on the funenal and
ancesor rites. However, their textual relationship seems to be more compli-
cated.
Table 4 gives four parallel texts found in the VadhGS, two places of
the AgGS, and the BaudhPmS. The quoted texts are concerned with the
act of placing the deceased's ritual utensils on him at his cremation.27 The
AgGS repeats the same topic twice, in [A] 3,4,2 and [B] 3,5,7. There are
correspondences between VadhGS and AgGS [A], and between AgGS [B]
and BaudhPmS. The correspondence between VadhGS and AgGS [A] is not
very close, while the correspondence between AgGS [B] and BaudhPmS is
so close that they are almost identical. Since VadhGS and AgGS [A] are
26BaudhSS 17,39{44, which corresponds to AgGS 1,3,1{1,4,1, deals with the Sam-
avartana (graduation ceremony), which is usually prescribed in the Gr

hyasutras. It is not
clear why it is prescribed not in the BaudhGS but in the BaudhSS (cf. Caland 1904{13,
vol. 2, pp. ii{iv). BaudhGS 2,6 prescribes another Samavartana, which is not the normal
Samavartana, but is a secondary rite based on the Samavartana in the BaudhSS. See
Kajihara, forthcoming. Almost the same prescription of the Samavartana in the BaudhSS
occurs again in BaudhGPaS 1,13{14 (cf. J. Gonda 1977, p. 180).
27BaudhPmS 1,5,1:10,9{12 (text in Table 4): \Now indeed, as to how to place his (the
deceased's) ritual utensils. Having lled them with dadhi mixed with sarpis, [the priest]
places the ladle for the Agnihotra on his mouth, two sruva spoons on his both nostrils,
puts two golden chips or two spoons of ajya on his both eyes, the dish for the cut-o
portion of oblation on his two ears, after breaking it, potsherds on his head, a potsherd
on his forehead, and a pot for bringing the pran.ta water at his head."
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no more than parallel passages, it is dicult to decide whether one of these
passages is a modication of the other, or both are derived from one and the
same textual source. The relationship beween AgGS [B] and BaudhPmS,
however, is dierent. One of the two passages must be a borrowing from
the other. And most probably the AgGS borrowed the passage [B] from the
BaudhPmS.
The third book of the AgGS has several (mostly partical) correspon-
dences with the VadhGS, whereas it shows much more (mostly verbatim)
correspondences with the BaudhPmS. All the sections on the series of death
rites in AgGS 3,5{3,10,1 (the Dahana, the Santikarman, the Los.t.aciti, the
Asthisa~ncayana) have almost the same texts as in the corresponding sections
of the BaudhPmS (see Table 3). As a whole, the textual correspondences
between the AgGS and the Baudhayana texts are more outstanding than
those between the AgGS and the VadhGS. But this fact does not mean that
the relationship between the latter two texts is less signicant. The AgGS's
close relationship with the Baudhayana texts may be a result of its expan-
sion with a pile of borrowings from the texts of other schools, especially the
Baudhayana school. It is equally possible that the relationship between the
AgGS and the VadhGS is a basic one derived from their common sources.
Besides the partial parallelism between their texts, the AgGS and the
VadhGS have the following signicant similarities that are found only in
these two texts: (1) They have the twofold Vivaha section consisting of the
collection of formulae (mantra) and the procedures (vidhi). (2) They have
large sections on the funeral and ancestor rites, which amount to almost
one-third of the whole texts. These common features in their structures
suggest that the textual parallelism between the AgGS and the VadhGS,
though it looks less signicant at rst glance, could be derived from common
sources handed down in both schools. Closer examinations of all the parallel
passages could shed new light on the history of the textual formation of
the AgGS and the VadhGS and on the historical relationship between the
Agnivesya school in Tamil Nadu and the Vadhula school in Kerala.
Table 1: The Rituals Prescribed in the MSS. of the VadhGS
Contents M H K1 K4 K2 K8 N3 N4 N5
Pakayaj~na || || || || 1a1-1b2 0a1- || 1a1-12 0a1-
Avapa || || || || 1b2-2a3 0a8- || 1b1-11 1a5-
R

tusam. vesana?? || || || || 2a3-2a6 0b2- || 1b11- 1b5-
Garbhadhana || || || || 2a4-2a5 0b3- || 2a1- 1b6-
Pum. savana || || || || 2a6-2a8 0b4- || 2a3- 1b9-
Smantonnayana || || || || 2a8- 0b6- || 2a6- 2a1-
Jatakarman || || || || 2b3 0b9 || 2a11- ||
Utthana || || || || 2b3 0b9 || 2a12 ||
Namadheya || || || || 2b4- 0b10 || 2a12- 2a6-
Upanis.kraman.a || || || || 2b5- 0b10- || 2a13- 2a7-
Annaprasana || || || || 3a2- 1a2- || 2b7- 2b4?-
Caud.a || || || || 3a4- 1a4- || 2b9- 2b6-
Vedavrata || || || || 3b5- 1a11- || 3a9- 3b1-
Upakarman || || || || 5a2- 2a4- || 4b1- 5a8-
Vaisvadeva || || || || 6a6-6b4 2b7- || 5b2- 7a2-
Samavartana 1 || || || || 6b4- || 3a1- 5b8- 7a8-
Samavartana 2,3 || || *2a4-b6 y 125a3-b6 7a7-9a6 || 3a9- 6b1- 8a4-
Samavartana 4 || || *2b6-12 125b6-b12 9a6-10a2 || 4b1- 8a7- 10b2-
Vivaha 1 (mantra1) || || || || 10a2-11b3 || 4b9- 8b9-9b3 11a6-;
81a1-(inc.)]
Vivaha 2 (mantra2) || || *2b13(inc.) 125b13(inc.) 11b4-12b5 || || || ||
Vivaha 3 (vidhi 1) || || || || 12b5- || 5b1- 9b3- 12a7-
Vivaha 4 (vidhi 2) || || || || 13b5- || 6a1- 10a8- 13a6-
Vivaha 5 (vidhi 3) || || || || 14a8- || 6a8- 10b8- 14a1-
As.t.aka 1 1,3- 1,7- 4a1- || 15a7- || 6b6- 11a10- 14b8-
As.t.aka 2 2,16- 2,6- 4a8- || 16a7- || 7a5- 12a3- 16a7-
As.t.aka 3 4,6- 3,8- 4b2- || 17b1- || 7b3- 12b6- 17a6-
As.t.aka 4 5,19- 4,15- 4b9- || 18a8- || 8a1- 13a11-b7 18a4
Upanayana 1 6,11- 5,2- 4b12- 5a1- 18b4- || 8a4- 13b7-14a11 yy 18a9-
Upanayana 2 8,5- 6,12- 5a6- 5a6- 19b1- || 8b4- || 19a8-
Upanayana 3 9,8- 7,10- 5a13- 5a13- 20a3- || 8b11- 14a11-b8 20a1-9
Aupasanagni 10,5- 8,5-25 5b3-8 5b3-8 23a3-b4 || 11a8-b4 17a12-18a2 23b1-24a1
=12a1-7 yyy =18a8-b7yyy =24b1-25a2yyy
Pitr

medha-Br 1 10,20-11,7 8,25-9,5 5b8-9 5b8-9 25b6-9 || 11b4-6 18a2-4 24a1-4
Pitr

medha-Br 2 11,8-16 9,6-20 5b9-12 5b9-12 26a1-6 || 11b6-8 yyy 18a5-8 yyy 24a4-7 yyy
Pitr

medha-Br 3 11,17-12,7; 9,21-10,18 5b12-14; 5b12-6a5 26a6-b7 || 12a7-b4 18b7-19a6 25a2-25b4
z15,5-17 6a1-4
Pitr

medha-Br 4 z15,18-17,11 10,19-12,3 6a4-12 6a5-12 26b7-28a5 || 12b4-13a8 19a6-20a3 25b4-26b6
Sraddha 1 z17,12-19; 12,4-23 6a12-13; 6a12-b4 28a5-b3 zz || || ||
z12,8-12,20 6b1-4
Sraddha 2 z13,1-14,17 13,1-14,17 6b4-14 6b4-14 20b2-21b2 || 9a6-9b9 14b8-15b6 20a9-
Sraddha 2 (mantra) || || || || || || 9b9-10; 10b1-7> 15b6-16a7 21a9-
Santi-mantra 1 z14,18-15,2 || 6b14 6b14 40b10-11 || || || ||
Dahanavidhi I
Dahana 1 z15,3-4; 14,19- 6b14; 6b14-7b1 41a1{ || || || ||
18,1-19,7 7a1-7
Dahana 2 19,8- 15,20- 7a7- 7a7- 41a11- || || || ||
Dahana 3 21,5- 17,13- 7b1- 7b1- 42a6- || || || ||
Dahana 4 21,19- 18,4- 7b5- 7b5- 42b3- || || || ||
Dahana 5 22,16- 19,3- 7b8- 7b8- 43a1- || || ||
Dahana 6 23,10-24,12 20,3- 7b13-8a5 7b13-8a5 43a6-13 || || ||
Paridhikarman 24,13- 21,14- 8a5- 8a5- 43b1- || || || ||
Santi-mantra 2 25,14- 23,12-13 8a10 8a10 43b11 || || || ||
Dahanavidhi II 25,14- 23,15-24,18 8a11-b2 8a11-b2 23b4-24a7 || 13a8- 20a3-b6 26b6-27b2
Asthisa~ncayana 26,18- 24,20-\ 8b2-6 8b2-6 24a7-24b6 || 13b7-14a4 20b6-21a7 27b2-28a4
Mr

tabali 27,12- 28,16- 8b6- 8b6- 24b6-25a2 || 14a4-7 21a7-11 28a4-8
Ekoddis.t.a 28,1-20 26,10-28:7? 8b8-*9a1 8b8-9a1 25a2-b6 || 13b7 21a11-22a4 28a8-
Sapin.d.karan. a || || *9a1-12# 127a1-12# 21b2-23a2 || 10b7-9; 10a1-9; 16a7-17a12 22a3-;
11a1-8> =22a4-23a10 29a5-31a4
=14b8-15b6
?? From the R

tusam. vesana through the Annaprasana are listed here with indentation, since those prescriptions are very short.
y K1 has several fragmental folios at the end. An asterisk is added to the folio numbers of those stray folios which have been restored to
their original places by Ikari. Cf. Ikari 1998, pp. 8{10; 1999, pp. 4{6.
yy In N4, before completing Upanayana 1, it jumps to the beginning of Upanayana 3 (14a11); maybe it is a copyist's mistake.
yyy N3, N4 and N5 repeat Aupasanagni within Pitr

medha-Br 2, so that they omit the latter half of Pitr

medha-Br 2 corresponding to K2:
26a3{6.
z M 12,8{17,19 were copied from folio 6 of K1 inversely, rst b-side and then a-side.
zz K2 28b3{40b10 contain the prescriptions on the Srauta topics, i.e. Artvijya, Gopitr

yaj~na, Upavasa, Pavitradasahavis, Sadasyatva,
Aptoryama, Srucor adana, Upavyaharan. a, Prayascitta.
> Though the folio 10 is wrongly numbered in the order of 10b and then 10a, the contents of the text is continuous.
# K1 and K4 continue to the Srautasutra after this, with the intervention of Punaradheya, Mahapurus.aparicarya, Artvijya, Upavasa,
Srucor adana, Upavyaharan. a, Gopitr

yaj~na, Sadasyatva.
] N5 81a seems to be an independent folio, beginning with a ma _ngala, recording a part of Vivaha mantra, ending with an Endmark.
\ The page next to p. 24 of H is numbered 28, which seems to be a mistake for 25.
Table 2: The Arrangement of the Gr

hya Rituals in the Main MSS.
M K1 K2 N4
Pakayaj~na Pakayaj~na
Avapa Avapa
R

tusam. vesana etc. R

tusam. vesana etc.
Caul.a Caul.a
Vedavrata Vedavrata
Upakarman Upakarman
Vaisvadeva Vaisvadeva
Samavartana 1 Samavartana 1
Samavartana 2,3 Samavartana 2,3 Samavartana 2,3
Samavartana 4 Samavartana 4 Samavartana 4
Vivaha 1 (mantra 1) Vivaha 1 (mantra 1)
Vivaha 2 (mantra2) Vivaha 2 (mantra2)
Vivaha 3 (vidhi 1) Vivaha 3 (vidhi 1)
Vivaha 4 (vidhi 2) Vivaha 4 (vidhi 2)
Vivaha 5 (vidhi 3) Vivaha 5 (vidhi 3)
As.t.aka 1 As.t.aka 1 As.t.aka 1 As.t.aka 1
As.t.aka 2 As.t.aka 2 As.t.aka 2 As.t.aka 2
As.t.aka 3 As.t.aka 3 As.t.aka 3 As.t.aka 3
As.t.aka 4 As.t.aka 4 As.t.aka 4 As.t.aka 4
Upanayana 1 Upanayana 1 Upanayana 1 Upanayana 1
Upanayana 2 Upanayana 2 Upanayana 2
Upanayana 3 Upanayana 3 Upanayana 3 Upanayana 3
Aupasanagni Aupasanagni Sraddha 2 Sraddha 2
Sraddha 2 (mantra)
Pitr

medha-Br 1 Pitr

medha-Br 1 Sapin.d.karan. a Sapin.d.karan. a
Pitr

medha-Br 2 Pitr

medha-Br 2
Pitr

medha-Br 3 Pitr

medha-Br 3
Pitr

medha-Br 4 Pitr

medha-Br 4
Sradhha 1 Sraddha 1 Aupasanagni Aupasanagni
Sradhha 2 Sraddha 2
Santi-mantra 1 Santi-mantra 1 Dahanividhi II Pitr

medha-Br 1
Dhahana 1 Dhahana 1 Asthisa~ncayana Pitr

medha-Br 2
Dhahana 2 Dhahana 2 Mr

tabali Pitr

medha-Br 3
Dhahana 3 Dhahana 3 Ekoddis.t.a Pitr

medha-Br 4
Dhahana 4 Dhahana 4 Pitr

medha-Br 1 Dahanividhi II
Dhahana 5 Dhahana 5 Pitr

medha-Br 2 Asthisa~ncayana
Dhahana 6 Dhahana 6 Pitr

medha-Br 3 Mr

tabali
Paridhikarman Paridhikarman Pitr

medha-Br 4 Ekoddis.t.a
Santi-mantra 2 Santi-mantra 2 Sraddha 1 Sapin.d.karan. a
Dahanividhi II Dahanividhi II Artvijya
Asthisa~ncayana Asthisa~ncayana Gopitr

yaj~na Gr

hya-Prayoga
Mr

tabali Mr

tabali Upavasa
Ekoddis.t.a Ekoddis.t.a Pavitradasahavis
Sapin.d.karan. a Sadasyatva
Aptoryama
Srucor adana
Upavyaharan. a
Prayascitta
Punaradheya Santi-mantra 1
Srautasutra Mahapurus.aparicarya Dahana 1
Artvijya Dahana 2
Anvakhyana Upavasa Dahana 3
Srucor adana Dahana 4
Upavyaharan. a Dahana 5
Gopitr

yaj~na Dahana 6
Sadyasyatva Paridhikarman
Santi-mantra 2
Srautasutra Srautasutra
Mantraparises.a
Anvakhyana
Yaj~naprayascittani
Table 3: The Correspondences between the AgGS, the VadhGS and the Other Texts
Cf. Varma 1940; Tsuji 1960; Tsuji 1970.
boldface: almost verbatim
AgGS VadhGS* Baudhayana Other Texts
1,1 (Upanayana) HirGS 1,1{8
1,2,1:13,2{8 (Beg. of Upakarman) HirGS 2,18,2{4
1,2,2:15,18{16.3 (a part of Utsarga) HirGS 2,20,1
1,3,1{1,4,1 (Samavartana) 6b4{10a2 BSS 17,39{44
BGPaS 1,13{14
1,5,2; 3; 5; 1,6,1{3 (Vivaha) 10a2{14a8
1,7,2 (Vaisvadeva) 6a6{6b4
2,1,5 (Namakaran. a) HirGS 2,4,6{19
2,3,2 (Sraddha) 28a5{b3
2,4,4 (Kus.man.d. ahoma) BaudhDhS 3,7
2,6,5:99,20{100,15 (Pa~ncamahayaj~na) BharGS 3,15
2,6,4 (Svadhyaya) AsvGS 3,2{3
2,7,2 (Aupasana) 11a8{b4; 12a1{7
3,1,1{2 (Masika, partially) N3: 9b9{10;10b1{7 HirGS 2,10,1{11,4
N4: 15b6{16a7
3,2,1{7 (As.t.aka) 15a7{18b4
3,4,5 (Asthisa~ncayana) BPmS 3,10
3,5 (Dahana) BPmS1,1{7
3,4,2 (& 3,5,1) 43a1{13
3,6 (Dahana) BPmS 1,8{13
3,7,1{2 (Santikarman) BPmS 1,17
3,7,3{4 (Dahana) BPmS 2,1{4
3,7,4 BPmS 3,6
3,8 (Los.t.aciti) BPmS 1,14{16
3,9 (Dahana) BPmS 2,5{7
3,10,1 (Asthisa~ncayana) 24a7{b6 BPmS 3,5
3,11,1 (Mr

tabali) 24b6{25a2
3,11,2 (Ekoddis.t.a) 25a2{b6
* The numbering of the VadhGS is basically that of K2.
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Abbreviations
AgGS = Agnivesya-Gr

hyasutra
AsvGS = Asvalayana-Gr

hyasutra
BaudhDhS = Baudhayana-Dharmasutra
BaudhGS = Baudhayana-Gr

hyasutra
BaudhGPaS / BGPaS = Baudhayana-Gr

hya-Paribhas.asutra
BaudhPmS / BPmS = Baudhayana-Pitr

medhasutra
BaudhSS / BSS = Baudhayana-Srautasutra
BharGS = Bharadvaja-Gr

hyasutra
GS = Gr

hyasutra
HirGS = Hiran. yakesi-Gr
hyasutra
JUB = Jaiminya-Upanis.ad-Brahman.a
Kaus.GS = Kaus.taka-Gr
hyasutra
Sa _nkhA = Sa _nkhayana-Aran.yaka
Sa _nkhGS = Sa _nkhayana-Gr

hyasutra
VadhAnvakh = Vadhula-Anvakhyana
VadhGS = Vadhula-Gr

hyasutra
VadhSS = Vadhula-Srautasutra
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